
Practice Exercise 8 
 

1. Create a class called “Time” with the following attributes: hour, minutes and seconds. These 
should initialise to (12:00:00), unless the user supplies another time. Create accessor functions 
with the following names and functionalities.  
a. get_hour () – return the current hour 

b. get_minute() – return the current minute 
c. get_second() – return the current second 
d. print_time() – print the current value of time 
 
And the following mutator functions: 
e. set_hour() – takes a new hour and sets this as hour 

f. set_minute() – takes a new minute and sets this as the minute 
g. set_seconds() – take a new second and sets this as the second 

h. increment_second() – increment second by one second, note that if second is 59, 
incrementing will increment minute by one and turn seconds to 00. 

i. increment_minute() – increment minute by one, note that if the minute is at 59, 
incrementing minute will result in incrementing hour by one. 

j. increment_hour() – will result in incrementing hour by one, if hour is 12, this should 
return to 1. 

 

2. Write a Python program that inserts the time class and create two instances of time, one with the 
default time and the other a user-defined time. Use each of the accessor and mutator functions, 
printing the values before and after the mutator function.  

 

3. Create a class called “Fraction”, with the following attributes: numerator and denominator – 
these should initialise to (0/1), unless the user supplies another fraction. Create accessor 
functions called:  
a. get_numerator() – return the numerator 

b. get_denominator() – return the denominator 
c. print_fraction() –prints the fraction 
d. print_type() – print the type of fraction (“proper” if the denominator is larger than the 

numerator, “improper” if the numerator is larger than the denominator) 
 
And the following mutator function 

e. set_numerator() – takes a new numerator and set this as numerator 
f. set_denominator() – takes a new denominator and set this as denominator 
g. inverse() – change the numerator to the denominator and vice versa; this should not 

change if the numerator is 0 
 

4. Write a Python program that inserts the “Fraction” class and create two instances of fraction, one 
with the default fraction and the other a user-defined fraction. Use each of the accessor and 
mutator functions, printing the values before and after the mutator function.  

 

 


